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============================================================================= 
 To: The Secretary of the FMJD

Baton Rouge, June 29, 2017

Dear Sir :

This is a proposal from the USA International Checkers Federation (ICAONA) to change the 
statue regarding participation of female participants to the World championship for females. 
We request that this proposal is placed on the agenda of the next GA of the FMJD.

The reason for this proposal is to promote the game in areas where this game is less popular 
among females and currently no regional games are organized because there are not enough 
female players to organize the game. By enabling these areas to participate during the world 
championship will  certainly stimulate more females to pick-up the game in that region to the 
point that regional female games become necessary to represent the region. A goal we all 
should try to achieve within the FMJD.

We request that the ruling regarding representation of females to the female World 
championship be amended and to include the following:
 
”When it is not feasible or practical to organize a separate continent qualification competition 
specifically for women due to limited number of female players in the continent , the 
participation and the best result in the general (male + female) continental championship shall 
be accepted in lieu of the formal female only competition. In the event that no women 
participate in a general continent competition, the representative to the world woman 
championship shall be selected by the best female player’s rating in the given continent. Under 
no circumstances the continent shall  a region be excluded when they have players capable and 
willing to represent it.”

Your cooperation to put this on the agenda of the next GA will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

 Rudi Azimullah,
 President of ICAONA
                


